
 
 

CENTRAL ALBANY REVITALIZATION AREA (CARA) ADVISORY BOARD 
 

MINUTES 
Wednesday, June 20, 2018 

5:15 p.m. 
Council Chambers, City Hall 

Approved: July 18, 2018 

CALL TO ORDER 
 
Vice Chair Mark Spence called the meeting to order at 5:16 p.m. 

ROLL CALL 
 
Advisory Board Members Present: Sam Flande, Bessie Johnson, Sharon Konopa, Ray Kopczynski, Dick 

Olsen, Mark Spence, Mike Sykes, Rich Kellum, Rich Catlin, David Abarr, 
Russ Allen, and Maura Wilson 

 
Advisory Board Members Absent: James Dufour (excused), Bill Coburn (excused) 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
 
May 16, 2018 
 
MOTION: Member Rich Kellum moved to approve the minutes as presented. Member Ray Kopczynski seconded 
the motion, and it passed 12-0. 

SCHEDULED BUSINESS 

Business from the Public 5:16 p.m. 

Economic Development Manager Seth Sherry introduced Matt Wallace, who planned to speak about a potential 
development. He has not yet made a formal request to CARA but wants to get feedback. 

Wallace presented slides about his potential development (see agenda file).  The project would be a 9,850 square foot 
space at 223 Second Avenue SW.  Wallace and his partners considered a restaurant, a second-hand store, and an event 
center, but decided the best use of the space would be for dedicated office space.  Shared office space is a popular 
platform for growing businesses because they can rent out just a desk or several desks as needed.  These types of 
shared office spaces are popular in Portland and Eugene and are open 24-7 to allow flexibility.  Wallace learned that 
there are often waiting lists for these types of spaces, and Albany has a shortage of office space already. He may ask 
CARA for a low-interest loan and some grant funding to fix the façade of the building. Wallace described potential 
changes outside and inside the building.  There would also be meeting rooms that could be rented for occasional use 
by community groups.  He would allow nonprofits and government agencies some conference room hours for no 
charge.  This office model allows for networking in the community and generally contributes to the success of all the 
businesses that share it.   

Wallace passed out a document titled “Wallace Building – Coworking Office Space” (see agenda file). 

Kopczynski asked whether Wallace research the demand for this product. Wallace described his conversations so far. 
There are many companies who want a small space rather than large office buildings because it allows them to grow 
within a building without the same overhead and risk associated with having their own space.  
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Kellum asked whether the project has been through the Planning Department and the Downtown Refinement Plan 
for review. Catlin said it would receive proper review at the appropriate time. Wallace said that banks won’t make 
commercial loans when there is no tenant. He described what they have done so far to secure financing and what they 
have learned. Kellum is concerned that Wallace isn’t approaching CARA as the last resort.   

Member Mark Spence said that CARA would likely be interested, given the population and downtown market place. 
Member Maura Wilson said that this kind of scenario is totally appropriate for CARA funding, especially for 
entrepreneurial folks.  Wallace said it is becoming more difficult for young businesses that don’t want to sign long 
leases to find space.  He described some of the clients that rent office space in Corvallis. 

Member Dick Olsen likes the idea.  He asked for details about what the building’s façade would look like.  Discussion 
followed. 

Albany Downtown Association (ADA) Executive Director Lise Grato said the shared office concept works well in 
other cities.  She is in support of new opportunities for Albany’s downtown. The ADA often gets inquiries about 
smaller office spaces in the downtown area. 

Urban Renewal Training:  Urban Renewal Finance 5:37 p.m. 

Sherry introduced Consultant Elaine Howard.  He said her presentation would enable CARA to help make financial 
decisions and prioritize decisions going forward.  Howard used to work in Portland.  She has worked on over 80 
urban renewal plans. 

Howard gave a PowerPoint presentation (see agenda file).  

Howard said that ORS 457 specifically sets out regulations for urban renewal.  She explained how urban renewal 
financing works based on the increment over the frozen base.  The funds grow over time, usually between 25-30 
years.  At the end, the dollars are usually paying off debt that was accumulated while doing the projects.  It is an 
economic development tool and it is also unique in that it is a financing plan. Urban renewal is used all over Oregon.  
It is used to spur development; cities use it differently, depending on their perceptions of what their needs are. 

Howard discussed the types of projects allowed in ORS 457.170; for any uses outside of that scope, an attorney would 
need to be consulted. 

Howard stressed that urban renewal is now limited by maximum indebtedness, not timeframes. The division of taxes 
means that every property within the city contributes to the urban renewal, although it is important to understand 
that their property tax does not increase with urban renewal. Rather, taxing jurisdictions receive a little less money for 
the time that the urban renewal is in place. Schools do not lose money because their portion diverted to urban renewal 
portion is backfilled with dollars from other jurisdictions. 

Howard said CARA is a window plan, which is unique because we impact old bonds and levies, but any new bonds 
and levies will not be impacted by urban renewal.  There are only a few plans like this in Oregon. 

Howard said CARA has about $22 million in maximum indebtedness remaining. She is often asked how urban 
renewals should go about making decisions on spending.  The best spending model is to use what best fits your 
community. She stressed that if there are projects you want to do, the sooner you do them, the sooner they will impact 
the community. If you have projects out there and you are not doing them, ask yourself why.  It is important for 
developers to see that a community is investing. Also, the total money available decreases based on inflation, so the 
longer you wait to do a project that you know you are going to do, the inflation just eats away. In the end, the money 
will cost more too, due to interest and inflation.  Both of those factors directly contradict the decision to put projects 
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off.  Also, the sooner you can pay off your indebtedness, the sooner the other jurisdictions get their full allocation 
back.  The bottom line is, delaying projects means you will get fewer projects done with the money you have. 

Howard shared pictures of other projects in Oregon: Lake Oswego redevelopment; proposed Klamath Falls mixed 
use; two projects in Tigard, Atwell Off Main and The Knoll; Coos Bay Historic building; Estacada Streetscape; and 
Sisters Streetscape, which was actually an ODOT project. 

Howard said, you are not supposed to use urban renewal for maintenance, but if you are rebuilding a street it is 
considered capital, not maintenance.  She suggested getting a legal opinion for more clarity before pursuing that 
option. 

Wilson asked whether the maximum indebtedness can be increased.  Howard said the statutes have provisions for 
increasing maximum indebtedness for specific reasons and by going through a specific process. Discussion followed. 

Konopa asked whether the interest being spent counts against the maximum indebtedness and has to be accounted 
for.  Howard said the money they get from the assessors counts against the maximum indebtedness.  Debt can be 
incurred in a variety of ways.   

Wilson said, in the past we have worked slowly to spend urban renewal dollars, and it seems like you are suggesting 
that delaying projects is not the best financial decision. Howard said yes, in her professional opinion, that is correct.  
If you are putting a project off, ask yourself why. If you are trying to make the money last longer, that is not a good 
reason. 

Howard said that the frozen base does not change unless you remove property from the urban renewal area, or if you 
add property. You could also under levy on the UR-50 Form. To her, that makes sense only under certain 
circumstances, such as if you only have certain projects to complete and then want to be done with urban renewal.  
But to under levy in order to lengthen the term, would be unwise. 

As to grants, Howard said she advises that if grants would facilitate a project to happen, then offer them instead of 
loans.  Consider packaging the money as a grant if you want a certain type of project. 

Project estimate and bid policy 6:24 p.m. 

Catlin said that there wasn’t a consensus on this topic last time, so he is taking questions and public comment. 

Bill Ryals, 935 Jones Avenue NW, said he has a different take on what an urban renewal district is than what the 
CARA Board just heard from the consultant.  He thinks it is a public-private partnership and that private business 
drives tax increment financing. He thinks rules may not work; CARA needs to decide who would be a good partner 
based on each project.  Ryals said that requiring multiple bids makes more sense on small projects, but for big projects 
it is more difficult.  Often, he won’t know the full cost until he is further along in the project.  

Kip Alan, 2515 Ashley Drive NW, works for Scott Lepman.  Alan said that Lepman does a lot of downtown projects 
and uses his own work crews.  If they had to get estimates, it would pose a challenge because the bidders know that 
Lepman’s own people will be doing the work in the end.  Therefore, the process seems disingenuous.  Lepman may 
subcontract roofing or other things, but that is not the majority of the project.  

Member Mark Spence suggested that Lepman could use tax returns and costs of labor and materials to project what 
a project might cost, in order to produce the bids being proposed in the resolution.  Alan said that would provide one 
estimate, but not a second.  Discussion followed. 
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Catlin said that CARA’s struggle is that when they look at bids, how will they know they are correct, particularly if 
there is just one estimate.  Discussion followed.  

Kellum discussed that the City Council often sees a wide spread in bids for projects. There has to be some surety that 
bids are reflective of the costs.  

Member Russ Allen left the meeting at 6:53 p.m. 

Sherry said some of the comments tonight are not relevant to the proposed resolution.  There are five programs as 
listed on the website: architectural assistance grant, focus area loan, historic homebuyer loan, small grant, and 
storefront revitalization grant. The threshold identified in the resolution only applies to the portion that CARA would 
be funding, not to the total project. Furthermore, CARA would not be asking for estimates of the total project – just 
the portion of funding they are requesting from CARA.    

Ryals agrees that it is fiduciarily responsible to get bids for just the elements for which they are asking for CARA 
funding.  Discussion followed about the difference between getting bids when specifications are given, and when they 
walk into the project and have to start from scratch. 

Candace Ribera, representing Scott Lepman, said that in the past when preparing proposals, they always got three 
bids for electrical, plumbing, siding, and other work that Lepman’s crew does not perform. Then they estimate how 
much time it takes them to do their piece, and the bid proposals they give to CARA are based on that.  Asking another 
contractor to bid for what they will be doing themselves would be difficult. 

Mark Siegner, 516 Kouns Drive NW, has been in business 30 years.  In his proposal, he identified 40 line items and 
was very transparent.  He is not sure there is much more a contractor can do, because there are specific things they 
may not be able to nail down in advance of a project. 

Catlin said this policy would not apply to larger projects. He explained how the resolution applies to the five 
established programs. 

MOTION:  Kopczynski moved to forward this resolution to the ARA for adoption, and Johnson seconded the 
motion.  

Olsen asked for clarity on the resolution. Discussion followed about the benefits and disadvantages of spelling out 
the five specific areas in the resolution.  Discussion followed about whether an ad hoc project fits the categories and 
how it would be handled. 

VOTE: The motion passed 9-2 with Sykes and Kellum voting no. 

The ad hoc project discussion will come back to a future meeting. 

Staff updates and issues 7:25 p.m. 

Sherry said the League of Oregon Cities (LOC) Conference will include urban renewal topics.  The LOC Conference 
is on September 27, 2018. 

Sherry said the downtown wayfinding signs will be installed by City crews shortly. 

BUSINESS FROM THE BOARD 7:27 p.m. 

Catlin is looking forward to the River Rhythms concert series.  
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NEXT MEETING DATE 

The next regularly scheduled Advisory Board meeting is on Wednesday, July 18, 2018. 

ADJOURNMENT 

Hearing no further business, Chair Catlin adjourned the meeting at 7:27 p.m. 

Submitted by,     Reviewed by, 

Signature on File     Signature on File 

Mary Dibble     Seth Sherry 
City Clerk     Economic Development Manager 
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